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Abstract

This paper reports the description and
scores of our system, FBK-TR, which
participated at the SemEval 2014 task
#1 "Evaluation of Compositional Distribu-
tional Semantic Models on Full Sentences
through Semantic Relatedness and Entail-
ment". The system consists of two parts:
one for computing semantic relatedness,
based on SVM, and the other for identi-
fying the entailment values on the basis
of both semantic relatedness scores and
entailment patterns based on verb-specific
semantic frames. The system ranked 11th

on both tasks with competitive results.

1 Introduction

In the Natural Language Processing community,
meaning related tasks have gained an increasing
popularity. These tasks focus, in general, on a
couple of short pieces of text, like pair of sen-
tences, and the systems are required to infer a cer-
tain meaning relationship that exists between these
texts. Two of the most popular meaning related
tasks are the identification of Semantic Text Sim-
ilarity (STS) and Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE). The STS tasks require to identify the de-
gree of similarity (or relatedness) that exists be-
tween two text fragments (sentences, paragraphs,
. . . ), where similarity is a broad concept and its
value is normally obtained by averaging the opin-
ion of several annotators. The RTE task requires
the identification of a directional relation between
a pair of text fragments, namely a text (T) and a
hypothesis (H). The relation (T→ H) holds when-
ever the truth of H follows from T.
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At SemEval 2014, the Task #1 "Evaluation
of Compositional Distributional Semantic Models
on Full Sentences through Semantic Relatedness
and Entailment" (Marelli et al., 2014a) primarily
aimed at evaluating Compositional Distributional
Semantic Models (CDSMs) of meaning over two
subtasks, namely semantic relatedness and tex-
tual entailment (ENTAILMENT, CONTRADIC-
TION and NEUTRAL), over pairs of sentences
(Marelli et al., 2014b). Concerning the relatedness
subtask, the system outputs are evaluated against
gold standard ratings in two ways, using Pearson
correlation and Spearman’s rank correlation (rho).
The Pearson correlation is used for evaluating and
ranking the participating systems. Similarly, for
the textual entailment subtask, system outputs are
evaluated against a gold standard rating with re-
spect to accuracy.

Our team, FBK-TR, participated in both sub-
tasks with five different runs. In this paper, we
present a comprehensive description of our system
which obtained competitive results in both tasks
and which is not based on CDSMs. Our approach
for the relatedness task is based on machine learn-
ing techniques to learn models from different lexi-
cal and semantic features from the train corpus and
then to make prediction on the test corpus. Par-
ticularly, we used support vector machine (SVM)
(Chang and Lin, 2011), regression model to solve
this subtask. On the other hand, the textual en-
tailment task uses a methodology mainly based on
corpus patterns automatically extracted from an-
notated text corpora.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 presents the SVM system
for semantic relatedness. Section 3 describes
the methodology used for extracting patterns and
computing the textual entailment values. Finally,
Section 4 discusses about the evaluations and Sec-
tion 5 presents conclusions and future work.
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Figure 1: Schema of the system for computing entailment.

2 System Overview for Semantic
Relatedness Subtask

Concerning the Semantic Relatedness subtask our
SVM system is built on different linguistic fea-
tures, ranging from relatedness at the lexical level
(WordNet based measures, Wikipedia relatedness
and Latent Semantic Analysis), to sentence level,
including topic modeling based on Latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA) and string similarity (Longest
Common Substring).

2.1 Lexical Features

At the lexical level, we built a simple, yet effective
Semantic Word Relatedness model, which con-
sists of 3 components: WordNet similarity (based
on the Lin measure as implemented in Pedersen
package WordNet:Similarity (Pedersen et
al., 2004), Wikipedia relatedness (as provided by
the Wikipedia Miner package (Milne and Witten,
2013)), and Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer
et al., 1998), with a model trained on the British
National Corpus (BNC) 1 and Wikipedia. At this
level of analysis, we concentrated only on the
best matched (lemma) pairs of content words, i.e.
Noun-Noun, Verb-Verb, extracted from each sen-
tence pair. The content words have been automati-
cally extracted by means of part-of-speech tagging
(TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994)) and lemmatization.

For words which are not present in WordNet,
the relatedness score has been obtained by means
of the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966).

1http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk

2.2 Topic Modeling
We have applied topic modeling based on Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) as
implemented in the MALLET package (McCal-
lum, 2002). The topic model was developed us-
ing the BNC and Wikipedia (with the numbers
of topics varying from 20 to 500 topics). From
the proportion vectors (distribution of documents
over topics) of the given texts, we apply 3 differ-
ent measures (Cosine similarity, Kullback-Leibler
and Jensen-Shannon divergences) to compute the
distances between each pair of sentences.

2.3 String Similarity: Longest Common
Substring

As for the string level, two given sentences are
considered similar/related if they are overlap-
ping/covering each other (e.g sentence 1 covers
a part of sentence 2, or otherwise). Hence, we
considered the text overlapping between two
given texts as a feature for our system. The
extraction of the features at the string level was
computed in two steps: first, we obtained Longest
Common Substring between two given sentences.
After this, we also considered measuring the
similarity for the parts before and after the LCS
between two given texts, by means of the Lin
measure and the Levenshtein distance.

3 System Overview for RTE Subtask

The system for the identification of the entailment
values is illustrated in Figure 1. Entailment values
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are computed starting from a baseline (only EN-
TAILMENT and NEUTRAL values) which relies
on the output (i.e. scores) of the semantic related-
ness system. After this step, two groups of entail-
ment patterns are applied whether the surface form
of a sentence pair is affirmative (i.e. absence of
negation words) or negative. Each type of pattern
provides in output an associated entailment value
which corresponds to the final value assigned by
the system.

The entailment patterns are based on verb-
specific semantic frames that include both syn-
tactic and semantic information. Hence, we have
explicit access to the information that individual
words have and to the process of combining them
in bigger units, namely phrases, which carry out
meanings. The patterns have two properties: i.)
the senses of the words inside the pattern are sta-
ble, they do not change whatever context is added
to the left, right or inside the phrase matching the
pattern, and ii.) the replacement of a word with an-
other word belonging to a certain class changes the
senses of the words. Patterns with these properties
are called Sense Discriminative Patterns (SDPs).
It has been noted (Popescu et al., 2011) that we can
associate to a phrase that is matched by an SDP a
set of phrases for which an entailment relationship
is decidable showing that there is a direct relation-
ship between SDPs and entailment .

SDP patterns have been obtained from large
parsed corpora. To maximize the accuracy of the
corpus we have chosen sentences containing at
maximum two finite verbs from BNC and Anno-
tated English Gigaword. We parsed this corpus
with the Stanford parser, discarding the sentences
from the Annotated English Gigaword which have
a different parsing. Each words is replaced with
their possible SUMO attributes (Niles and Pease,
2003). Only the following Stanford dependen-
cies are retained as valid [n, nsub]sbj, [d,i,p]obj,
prep, [x,c]comp. We considered only the most fre-
quent occurrences of such patterns for each verb.
To cluster into a single SDP pattern, all patterns
that are sense auto-determinative, we used the
OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006) and CPA (Hanks,
2008) lexica. Inside each cluster, we searched
for the most general hypernyms for each syntac-
tic slot such that there are no common patterns
between clusters (Popescu, 2013). However, the
patterns thus obtained are not sufficient enough
for the task. Some expressions may be the para-

phrasis a word in the context of an SDP. To ex-
tract this information, we considered all the pairs
in training that are in an ENTAILMENT relation-
ship, with a high relatedness score (4 to 5), and we
extracted the parts that are different for each gram-
matical slot. In this way, we compiled a list of
quasi synonym phrases that can be replaced inside
an SDP without affecting the replacement. This
is the only component that depends on the train-
ing corpus. Figure 2 describes the algorithm for
computing entailment on the basis of the SDPs.
The following subsections illustrate the identifi-
cation of entailment relation for affirmative sen-
tences and negated sentences.

Figure 2: Algorithm for computing entailment.

3.1 Entailment on Affirmative Sentences
Affirmative sentences use three types of entail-
ment patterns. The switch baseline and hyponym
patterns works in this way: If two sentences are
matched by the same SDP, and the difference be-
tween them is that the second one contains a hy-
pernym on the same syntactic position, then the
first one is entailed by the second (i.e. ENTAIL-
MENT). If the two SDPs are such that the dif-
ference between them is that the second contains
a word which is not synonym, hypernym or hy-
ponym on the same syntactic position, then there is
no entailment between the two phrases (i.e. NEU-
TRAL). The entailment direction is from the sen-
tence that contains the hyponym toward the other
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sentence. The antonym patterns check if the two
SDPs are the same, with the only difference be-
ing in the verb of the second sentence being an
antonym of the verb in the first sentence (i.e.
CONTRADICTION).

3.2 Entailment on Negative Sentences

As for negated sentences, we distinguish between
existential negative phrases (i.e. there is no or
there are no) and factual negative ones (presence
of a negative polarity word). An assumption re-
lated to each SDP is that it entails the existence
of any of the component of the pattern which can
be expressed by means of dedicated phrases. A
SDP of the kind "[Human] beat [Animal]", en-
tails both phrases, namely there is a [Human] and
there is a [Animal]. We call this set of associ-
ated existential phrases, Existential Assumptions
(EAs). This type of existential entailment obtained
through the usage of SDP has a direct consequence
for handling the ENTAILMENT, CONTRADIC-
TION and NEUTRAL types of entailment when
one of the phrases is negated. If the first phrase
belongs to the EA of the second one, then the
first phrase is entailed by the second phrase; if the
first phrase is an existential negation of a phrase
belonging to the EA set of the second phrase,
meaning that it contains the string there is/are no,
then the first one is a contradiction of the second
phrase; if neither the first phrase, nor its negation
belong to the EA set of the second phrase, then the
two sentences are neutral with respect to the en-
tailment. The general rule described in 3.1 applies
to these types of phrases as well: replacing a word
on the same syntactic slot inside a phrase that is
matched by a SDP leads to a CONTRADICTION
type of entailment, if the replacement is a hyper-
nym of the original word. Similarly, the approach
can be applied to factual negative phrases. The
scope of negation is considered to be the extension
of the SDP and thus the negative set of EAs.

4 Evaluation and Ranking

Table 1 illustrates the results for Pearson and
Spearman correlations for the relatedness subtask
on the test set. Table 2 reports the Accuracy values
for the entailment subtask on the test set.

Concerning the relatedness results our systems
ranked 11th out of 17 participating systems. Best
score of our system is reported in Table 1. One
of the main reason for the relatively low results

Team Pearson Spearman
ECNU_run1 (ranked 1st) 0.82795 0.76892
FBK-TR_run3 0.70892 0.64430

Table 1: Results for semantic relatedness subtask.

Team Accuracy
Illinois-LH_run1 (ranked 1st) 84.575
FBK-TR_run3 75.401
∗FBK-TR_baseline 64.080
∗FBK-TR_new 85.082

Table 2: Results for entailment subtask.

of the systems for this subtask concerns the fact
that it is designed for a general-level of texts (i.e.
compositionality is not taken into account).

As for the entailment subtask, our system
ranked 11th out of 18 participating systems. The
submitted results of the system are illustrated in
Table 2 and are compared against the best system,
our baseline system (∗FBK-TR_baseline) as de-
scribed in Figure 1, and a new version of the par-
ticipating system after fixing some bugs in the sub-
mitted version due to the processing of the parser’s
output (∗FBK-TR_new). The new version of the
system scores in the top provides a new state of the
art result, with an improvement of 10 points with
respect to our submitted system.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper reports the description of our system,
FBK-TR, which implements a general SVM se-
mantic relatedness system based on distributional
features (LSA, LDA), knowledge-based related
features (WordNet and Wikipedia) and string over-
lap (LCS). On top of that, we added structural in-
formation at both semantic and syntactic level by
using SDP patterns. The system reached compet-
itive results in both subtasks. By correcting some
bugs in the entailment scripts, we obtained an im-
provement over our submitted systems as well as
for the best ranking system. We plan to improve
and extend the relatedness system by means of
compositional methods. Finally, the entailment
system can be improved by taking into account
additional linguistic evidences, such as the alter-
nation between indefinite and definite determiners,
noun modifiers and semantically empty heads.
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